, is unusually interesting for at least three reasons. First, it is one of the most delightfully ironic depictions of the so-called New Inwardness (Neue Innerlichkeit) of recent German literary and intellectual life. Second, it reaches back in a most striking and successful manner to a long-past period of modernist literature to which the term Alexandrian (or, in Gottfried Benn's version, «Ptolemaeic») applies. Nourished by encyclopaedic erudition, this literature thrived on a pessimistic conviction that one belonged to the terminal phase of Western civilization, and utilized quotations, allusions, and cultural-historical references to fashion its ironic vision of modern man. Third, with the montage technique inherited from these «classics of modernism,» Gabriele Wohmann sketches the contemporary artistintellectual's dilemma in the German Federal Republic of the seventies.
New Inwardness is usually seen as a decided reaction against the socially engaged literature of the sixties and early seventies. If so, Gabriele Wohmann had been its representative all along, long before the cliche was heard of. However, not until her great novel, SchOnes Gehege (1975) , did New Inwardness become programmatic and problematic in her work. The protagonist of SchOnes Gehege, the writer Plath, protests the socialization and commercialization of the artist, and resists his submission to the media. In the following novel, Fri hherbst in Badenweiler, Gabriele 107 1
Wohmann begins where she left off in SchOnes Gehege. In this novel she presents New Inwardness in all its aspects, and at the same time satirizes and transcends it. Badenweiler, a magically idyllic spa situated near the Swiss border between Black Forest and Rhine, caters to those elderly who can afford to be served. Finding himself on the threshhold of the male «climacteric,» the composer Hubert Frey chooses Badenweiler as a refuge from contemporary life and its insistence on perpetual youth. He feels in need of a «vacation» from its dynamism. In the patinaed haute bourgeois Park Hotel, time appears to have stopped somewhere in the nineteenth century. Here he hopes to find peace and comfort. «That everything here is so historical seems to me to be another important ingredient of the Badenweiler atmosphere. It makes me feel that I am not superfluous» (173).' At the same time, to be sure, he notes with some relief that «the policy of preserving the past which guides the decor of the rooms does not include the sanitary locales» (187) .
In him New Inwardness appears as a New Conservatism, which looks back with nostalgia to the period of post-Napoleonic restauration in Central Europe usually referred to as Biedermeier. Frey has rediscovered the greatness of Schubert and also confesses with newly-won daring his treasonous defection from progressive modernity to which his enthusiasm for the Badenweiler spa orchestra and its sweet-sentimental potpourris from ancient operettas testifies. He is in the process of acquiring a good conscience for favoring Kitsch, provided, of course, that it is Kitsch of very long ago.
Anton Chekhov and, Hubert erroneously believes, Conrad Aiken died in the Park Hotel, and in fact these «memorial-worthy deaths» had recommended the hotel to him as particularly congenial. But his snobbish wish to be properly connected with the past receives a bad jolt. He has to let himself be advised by a true connoisseur that a proper snob would never have chosen the parvenu Park Hotel. Anyone in the know would certainly have taken up residence in the authentically ancient and far better-renowned Hotel Roman Baths. We note, already at this point, that Wohmann achieves her satirical effects by correcting false information by which the values which have made her protagonist look for such information in the first place are unmasked as false. Hubert Frey's snobbish opposition to the democratic levelling typical of the contemporary world proves to be based upon judgments that are (1918) . Frey notes with gratification that the patrons of the Park Hotel «keep out of all politics» (223), even if it comes from the right. They are too refined to chime in with the popular conservative clamor for extreme measures against terrorism. They nobly ignore the «hideous song» of politics altogether. Yet, at the same time, he identifies himself in his Badenweiler «hideout» with the President of the Employers' Association of the Federal Republic whom leftist terrorists have kidnapped, a fact which ironically points out the conservative bias of «non-political man.» Frey renounces allegiance to the «democratic duty to communicate» which he sees as «the new super-ego» of the Federal Republic. He finds that socially engaged art does not meet anyone's need, since the so-called «disadvan-taged» whom it is supposed to serve find socially significant art meaningless and greatly prefer «escapist» Kitsch to it. They simply fail to see the social message as applicable to them. Frey wishes to rid himself of his own «asinine guilt feeling» vis-à-vis the «common man» and «the worker» (both terms are italicized in the text). Against «atheistic chic» he sides with «transcendence» (105), and he signs a letter with «your society-, state-, and theater-weary Hubert Frey» (192 Ostensibly the passage from Goethe's letter expresses the significance Badenweiler holds for Hubert. He identifies with that period in Goethe's life when the poet had begun to reject the Storm and Stress of his youth and was about to enter his «classical period.» Goethe himself, in this letter, anticipates the quietistic ideal of the subsequent Biedermeier restauration which was to follow the defeat of the much broader and more far-reaching «Storm and Stress» of the French Revolution and Napoleon. Park Hotel, the road leads through that «German Forest», which through Romanticism and Biedermeier-Tieck's Waldeinsamkeit, the fairytales of the Brothers Grimm, the poems of Eichendorff, the «Hochwald» of Adalbert Stifter-has entered the landscape of the German and European mind. Since Goethe's «Harzreise,» the woods of Germany have become a favorite locus amoenus of German Inwardness; they have served as its refuge from the ever-more pressing demands of a rapidly changing world.
The woods begin conveniently right in front of Frey's window in that Park Hotel where he experiences that «highest state of wellbeing» which Goethe compares to the «uninteresting» landscape where he has «at last arrived.» Hubert praises the woods in a projected letter to his sister Cilli as a sheltering retreat from the «ques-tionable Interessantheitem> of contemporary life that threaten to tear him apart with their incessant demands. He wishes to confide to Cilli to whom subtly incestuous bonds seem to tie him, and whom he calls «a little bit my Charlotte» (175f.), what the forest has come to mean to them both. The forest, he tells her, is more congenial to them than the sea. In former years, to be sure, the sea had been their «common element.» «Lately,» however, the forest has «taken on» this role (162 The sphere of the «interesting» from which Hubert Frey seeks to save himself is, on the one hand, the cult of sexuality in which he no longer cares to (or perhaps is no longer able to) participate, and, on the other hand, the contemporary culture market with its «groupings, memberships, and conferences» (170). The category of «the interesting,» which had its roots in Romanticism, has degenerated into the media event, the scoop of the showmen. The interesting has become the latest, le dernier cri and le dernier coup, which makes thousands talk of nothing else for a few weeks. Walter Benjamin, in his essay on «The Storyteller,» has shown through the example of the oldest of the media, the newspaper, that the life center of the modern age has become the production of items of «interest.» The way of life produced by the modern newspaper has been, of course, infinitely accelerated and expanded by the rise of the younger media, radio and television, since Benjamin's diagnosis was made. Constantly driven to outdo the newest sensation by a still newer and even more sensational one, the lifestyle fostered by the media leads, according to Walter Benjamin, to the destruction of any feeling of continuity. As Gabriele Wohmann's novel shows, the cult of the interesting imposes upon the individual artist the frightening task of surpassing himself continuously, not in the directon of further development, but, on the contrary, toward a constant negating and displacement of his established image by a new one. The old image has outlived its newsworthiness and consequently has to give way to an image that will catch the public by surprise. The modern artist is forced to live in constant dread of being thrown into the dustbin of history, if he cannot come up with an entirely new style and persona each time he offers himself to public judgment. Above all the prospect of being 7
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Published by New Prairie Press forgotten or considered «passé» and «old fashioned,» past the ability to arouse excitement, horrifies him. His younger colleagues (in Frey's case his own students) constantly threaten to displace him because their still untested and unlabelled youth promises a reservoir of novelty and potential excitement which the media are eager to exploit. The young must have an indisputable edge over the established artist whose image is already fixed and who is, therefore, with every passing Moment, losing in interest and marketability. He can hope to maintain interest in himself only through constant self-reversals.
The servility of art to the media poses a special problem to the artist as he enters his middle years-a stage of life which Hubert
Frey has now attained. Apparently out of protest against a perceived societal evil, he escapes into the «uninteresting region,» Badenweiler, spa for the aging, which is ignored by all those to whom the future belongs. Hubert Frey's espousal of the uninteresting as a superior value appears non-conformist and «courageous» in the face of the tyrannical cult of novelty which the media have fostered. His retreat seems a gesture of authentic cultural protest, a sincere act of rejection of degraded social values. The dust jacket of the novel seems to encourage such an interpretation:
The total situation was to blame, the situation of the artist, which had simply ceased to inspire ease. Hubert realizes that the distance of the quoting intellectual of today from the culture hero of the past is enormous. However, he does not draw the honest and obvious conclusion from his insight. He does not renounce his self-identification with his historical model. In bad faith, «he preferred to remember only those features which /Goethe and he] had in common.» Therefore he is tempted to omit Goethe's name, pretending that Goethe's words are his own. Quotation turns into plagiarism, and the selfdeception that underlies Hubert's entire Badenweiler project, degenerates into outright fraud. We encounter in this the same dishonesty which made Hubert welcome the old-fashioned fur- of the ageing artist in a quickly consuming era which threatens to become historical with respect to itself every few years. However, the attempt to escape from this problem, rather than to meet it, serves as the butt of her irony. Her ironic-satirical intent becomes even more obvious, if we examine the function that literary reference-as distinct from quotation-plays in her novel.
Hubert Frey has selected Badenweiler as his place of refuge because two famous authors, Anton Chekhov and, as he mistakenly assumes, Conrad Aiken had died there. The reference to Conrad Aiken will prove essential to the understanding of Gabriele Wohmann's intentions in the novel.
One of Conrad Aiken's best-known works, the short story, «Silent Snow, Secret Snow,» is told from the perspective of a boy who quite deliberately substitutes an illusion for the reality in which he finds himself. He talks himself into believing that an unending snowfall, perceptible only to himself, begins to separate him gradually from his fellow men and estranges him from reality to the point where he loses all possibility of staying in touch with other human beings. The snow symbolizes not only death or madness, but also the power of the imagination and the exclusiveness of the self as it seeks to distinguish itself from all others. Apart from the protagonist, no one can perceive that inner and unique reality which appears to the self as snow unseen by others. Only the self knows of the secret snowfall.
For the child protagonist of Aiken's story, the snow serves the same function that Badenweiler serves for Hubert Frey. The adjective «silent» in «silent snow» alludes to that withdrawal into silence which the composer Hubert Frey seeks to enter, and the two adjectives «silent» and «secret» point to his desired isolation. It is significant that he wishes to recommend this story especially to his sister Cilli, to whom a secret quasi-incestuous intellectual-spiritual love binds him. Their relationship partakes of a secret which is romantic yearning for infinity, silent self-communion, fusion with infinity through love or death.
The invisible snow of Conrad Aiken's story, like Hubert Frey's retreat to Badenweiler, (which is above all also a «vacation» from Selma) is not simply to be equated with death as cessation of consciousness. It represents rather the consciously savored pleasure of experiencing the approach of death. Aiken's child hero takes a special delight in the ever-faster fading away of the sounds made by the mailman in the morning, because they indicate that the wall of snow around him is growing higher and higher. But when the morning comes when he can no longer hear the mailman's steps, he grieves over this ending of his desire for the end. Now that the snow has cut him off forever from all the sounds and signs of life, he wishes the total isolation he had longed for had not come so soon.
The A mouse invades Hubert's cosy hotel room and sends him back to an active and creative involvement in life. Confronting the intolerable intrusion into his privacy that the mouse represents, Hubert has to make a decision for the first time in the story. His decision is to move out without further ado, to cut short his «vaca-tion» from life (a literary echo of Robert Musil's The Man Without Qualities?) and return to his job as a university teacher, and to his work as a composer.
The correction of Hubert Frey's literary-historical error prefigures the concluding encounter with reality in its most basic form. The displacement of the «enormous» symbolist by the «ap-propriate» realist points ahead to the switch from a life according to literary models to a life of action in empirical-social reality. «Make your decision!» Hubert Frey exhorts himself during the decisive confrontation with the mouse, which will put an abrupt end to his nostalgically stylized retreat.
The exit is open, after all....The spring of Hubert's mousetrap was released. Start doing something with your-so dreadfully brief-life! (266) Frey's self-exhortation to a «vie engagee» is followed appropriately by his adoption of a new perspective on his life. He forces himself to view himself from outside, with detachment, instead of savoring his reactions to his life inwardly. He examines the two actors in the drama-the mouse and himself-from an objective point of view.
Which of them was more helpless, looked at from an over-all perspective, the mouse or Hubert? Surely not Hubert, who besides had been allotted a much more generous time span for reflecting (266 
